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INSTALLATION GUIDE



IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR INJURY TO PERSONS:

 
We recommend taking necessary safety measures.

For your safety, please refrain from touching the HOT lens, guard, or enclosure. 
We recommend waiting for the product to cool down before handling it.

To prevent any fire hazards, please ensure that the lamp is kept away from
materials that may easily catch fire. We appreciate your cooperation in
maintaining a safe and secure environment.

TRA01 TREE RING 
Congratulations on your purchase of this high-quality product! We want to ensure that you
have the best possible experience with it, so we kindly ask that you take a moment to
carefully read and follow all instructions before assembly, installation, and use. By doing so,
you'll not only guarantee correct function and safety, but also optimize the full potential of
this exceptional product. Thank you for choosing us as your trusted provider of top-notch
products - we truly appreciate your business!

Warranty will be void if there is any damage due to improper usage
or  modification to the unit.

Failure to comply with the instruction in this manual may increase
the risk of damage or injury and will void warranty.

For safety reasons, we recommend that only a qualified professional install 
this product.

Before attempting to install this unit, ensure all power connections are off for 
your own safety.
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Do not instal within 10 feet of a pool, spa or fountain

Materials Needed:

TRA01 ring mount kit 1.
Drill2.
Allen Wrench3.
Level4.
Measuring tape5.
Pencil6.

Instructions:
Choose the Location: Select a
suitable location on the tree where
you want to install the tree ring
mount. Make sure the area is clear
of any obstructions and the tree is
healthy.

Measure and Mark: Use a measuring
tape to determine the desired
height for the tree ring mount. Mark
the position with a pencil.

Secure the bolt by attaching the nut.

 Place the bolt through the hole in
the ring.

Secure the bolt by attaching the
nut.
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CAUTION:
Fixture(s) must be installed in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION



rotate the rubber cap clockwise to
cover the nut and ensure a tight seal.

Before installing the tree ring onto the
tree, it is recommended and safe
practice to first place all the selected
spotlights into the ring. Insert the base
of each spotlight into the
corresponding hole in the ring, then
secure them by tightening the
provided nut. 

We suggest choosing from our stylish
spotlight designs available in our
collection for optimal aesthetic appeal.
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Once you've connected all the
required wires for power, double-
check to ensure all connections
are properly set and secure. When
you're confident that everything is
in place, prepare the tree ring for
installation onto the tree.

Assemble the mounting brackets.
Secure the tree ring in place by
fastening one side with the screws
provided in the kit. Utilize the Allen
wrench included in the kit to
tighten the screws firmly.
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Position the mounting bracket
against the tree at the
designated marked spot. Utilize
the four bolts previously inserted
into the tree ring to fasten it
securely. Ensure that the
brackets are level before
proceeding.

 Ensure that the tree ring is
stable and securely attached.

Check for Stability: Gently shake
the tree ring to ensure it is
securely attached to the tree.
Make any necessary adjustments
to ensure stability.

Final Inspection: Stand back and
visually inspect the installed tree
ring mount to ensure it is level,
secure, and aesthetically
pleasing.

Maintenance: Periodically check the
tree ring mount to ensure it remains
secure and stable. Tighten any
screws if necessary, and inspect for
any signs of wear or damage.
Following these steps should help
you install a tree ring mount
securely and safely onto a tree.
Make sure to read and follow any
specific instructions provided with
your tree ring mount kit for the best
results.
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The minimum radius required for placing the
tree ring is 7.8"

The maximum radius required for placing the tree ring
is 23"


